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To help you write out 
each chart from memory 
in an exam, note that 
they are 9 columns 

across, and 3 rows high. 

But How do 
we use the 
Charts? 

~ Key Signature Memory Helper Charts ~ 
 (For ALL # and b keys – both Major & Minor) 

 

 

I.  Sharp Keys (major and minor)  
 

# Major keys: C G D A E B F# C# 

#'s Needed: 
(Cumulative!) 

- French Cats Growl Dismally And Eat Birds 

# Minor keys:  A E B F# C# G# D# A# 

 

  1/.  Top row - start on C and write the ascending cycle of 5ths  

   going up 8 notes (up to C#) 

   2/.  Middle row, write out the ‘Order of Sharps’ (use your own   

    acronym for  the pattern of sharps if you wish) 

  3/.  Bottom row, start on A and write out the ascending cycle of  

   5ths going up 8 notes (to A#)  

 

II.  Flat Keys (major and minor):  

 
b Major keys: C F Bb Eb Ab Db Gb Cb 

b's needed: 
(Cumulative!) 

- Bad Eggs Are Dreadful Groaned Cousin Fred 

b Minor keys:  A D G C F Bb Eb Ab 

 
1/. Top row - start on C, and write the ascending cycle of 4ths going 

up for 8 notes (ie, to Cb) - its easier than going down by 5ths 
2/. Middle row, write the ‘Order of Flats’ (use your own acronym 
for flats if you wish) 
3/. Bottom row, start on A and write out the  

ascending cycle of 4ths going up 8 notes (ie, to Ab).  
 

 
 

 

              

 

 
 
 
Example 1: B major - is on the #'s chart - the blue letter straight below B is A 
  so you will need all the #'s up to & including A# (that is: F#, C#, G#, D# & A#) 
 
Example 2: Ab major - is on the b's chart - the blue letter straight below Ab is D - so you will need          
   all the b's up to & including Db (that is: Bb, Eb, Ab & Db) 

When you look at a key 
signature with FLATS the 
2nd last flat is always the 
TONIC (1stnote)  of the 

MAJOR key. 

It's easy!  Find the name of 

the key signature that you 

need to know, then look at the 

blue letter straight below it 

to see which # or b is it's final 
one, and then use all the #'s 

or b's  up to that one! 

When you look at a key 
signature with SHARPS 
the last sharp is always 
the leading note (7thnote) 
of the MAJOR key. 

In both 

Charts, you 

can find the 

relative 

minor by 

counting 

down 3 

semitones 

from the 

major key! 


